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The original choreography was by Michel Fokine , who collaborated with Alexandre Benois on a
scenario based on the Russian fairy tales of the Firebird and the blessing and curse it
possesses for its owner. The ballet was not only Stravinsky's professional breakthrough, but
also the beginning of his partnership with Diaghilev, which would subsequently produce
Petrushka , The Rite of Spring , Pulcinella , Mavra , and Les noces. Fyodor's association with
many of the leading figures in Russian music, including Rimsky-Korsakov , Borodin and
Mussorgsky , meant that Igor grew up in an intensely musical home. Sensing talent in the young
composer's early efforts, Rimsky-Korsakov took Stravinsky under his private tutelage. By the
time of his mentor's death in , Stravinsky had produced several works, among them a Piano
Sonata in F-sharp minor , a Symphony in E-flat , and a short orchestral piece titled Feu d'artifice
"Fireworks". Among those in the audience was the impresario Sergei Diaghilev, who was about
to debut his Ballets Russes in Paris. Alexandre Benois recalled that in he had suggested to
Diaghilev the production of a Russian nationalist ballet, [7] an idea all the more attractive given
both the newly awakened French passion for Russian dance and the expensive costs of staging
opera. The inspiration of mixing the mythical Firebird with the unrelated Russian tale of Koschei
the Deathless possibly came from a popular child's verse by Yakov Polonsky , "A Winter's
Journey" Zimniy put , , which includes the lines:. And in my dreams I see myself on a wolf's
back Riding along a forest path To do battle with a sorcerer-tsar Koschei In that land where a
princess sits under lock and key, Pining behind massive walls. There gardens surround a
palace all of glass; There Firebirds sing by night And peck at golden fruit. Benois collaborated
with the choreographer Michel Fokine, drawing from several books of Russian fairy tales
including the collection of Alexander Afanasyev , to concoct a story involving the Firebird and
the evil magician Koschei. Diaghilev first approached the Russian composer Anatoly Lyadov in
September to write the music. Stravinsky would later remark about working with Fokine that it
meant "nothing more than to say that we studied the libretto together, episode by episode, until
I knew the exact measurements required of the music. Soon thereafter, Diaghilev began to
organize private sneak previews of The Firebird for the press. French critic Robert Brussel, who
attended one of these events, wrote in The composer, young, slim, and uncommunicative, with
vague meditative eyes, and lips set firm in an energetic looking face, was at the piano. But the
moment he began to play, the modest and dimly lit dwelling glowed with a dazzling radiance. By
the end of the first scene, I was conquered: by the last, I was lost in admiration. The manuscript
on the music-rest, scored over with fine pencillings, revealed a masterpiece. Critics praised the
ballet for its integration of decor, choreography and music. In Russia, however, reaction was
mixed. While Stravinsky's friend Andrey Rimsky-Korsakov spoke approvingly of it, the press
mostly took a dim view of the music, with one critic denouncing what he considered its
"horrifying poverty of melodic invention. What a work of genius this is! This is true Russia! One
has to start somewhere. The ballet was revived in by Colonel Wassily de Basil 's company, the
Ballets Russes de Monte-Carlo , in a production staged in London, using the original decor and
costumes from Diaghilev's company. The work was staged by George Balanchine for the New
York City Ballet in with Maria Tallchief as the Firebird, with scenery and costumes by Marc
Chagall , and was kept in the repertory until The lead role was danced by Michel Denard. The
Mariinsky Ballet performed the original choreography at Covent Garden in August , as part of
their Fokine retrospective. The National Ballet of Canada created a version of the Firebird for
television, occasionally rebroadcast, in which special effects were used to make it appear that
the Firebird is in flight. The ballet centers on the journey of its hero, Prince Ivan. While hunting
in the forest, he strays into the magical realm of the evil Koschei the Immortal , whose
immortality is preserved by keeping his soul in a magic egg hidden in a casket. Ivan chases and
captures the Firebird and is about to kill her; she begs for her life, and he spares her. As a token
of thanks, she offers him an enchanted feather that he can use to summon her should he be in
dire need. Prince Ivan then meets thirteen princesses who are under the spell of Koschei and
falls in love with one of them. The next day, Ivan confronts the magician and eventually they
begin quarrelling. When Koschei sends his minions after Ivan, he summons the Firebird. She
intervenes, bewitching the monsters and making them dance an elaborate, energetic dance the
"Infernal Dance". Exhausted, the creatures and Koschei then fall into a deep sleep. While they
sleep, the Firebird directs Ivan to a tree stump where the casket with the egg containing
Koschei's soul is hidden. Ivan destroys the egg, and with the spell broken and Koschei dead,
the magical creatures that Koschei held captive are freed and the palace disappears. All of the
"real" beings, including the princesses, awaken and with one final hint of the Firebird's music
though in Fokine's choreography she makes no appearance in that final scene on-stage ,
celebrate their victory. The work is scored for a large orchestra with the following
instrumentation: [34]. Besides the complete minute ballet score of â€”10, Stravinsky arranged
three suites for concert performance which date from , , and Instrumentation : essentially as per

the original ballet. Instrumentation : 2 flutes 2nd also piccolo ; 2 oboes 2nd also English horn
for one measure ; 2 clarinets; 2 bassoons; 4 horns; 2 trumpets; 3 trombones; tuba; timpani;
bass drum; cymbals; triangle; xylophone; harp; piano also opt. This suite was created in
Switzerland for conductor Ernest Ansermet. In , shortly before he acquired American
citizenship, Stravinsky was contacted by Leeds Music with a proposal to revise the
orchestration of his first three ballets in order to recopyright them in the United States. The
composer agreed, setting aside work on the finale of his Symphony in Three Movements. He
proceeded to fashion a new suite based on the version, adding to it and reorchestrating several
minutes of the pantomines from the original score. Saviour Pirotta and Catherine Hyde's picture
book, Firebird , is based on the original stories that inspired the ballet, and was published in to
celebrate the ballet's centenary. The influence of The Firebird has been felt beyond classical
music. Stravinsky was an important influence on Frank Zappa , who used the melody from the
Berceuse in his album Absolutely Free , in the Amnesia Vivace section of the "Duke of Prunes"
suite along with a melody from The Rite of Spring. During the s and s, the chord which opens
the Infernal Dance became a widely used orchestra hit sample in music, specifically within new
jack swing. It was used in the opening ceremony of Sochi during the Cauldron Lighting
segment. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the ballet to Stravinsky's
music. For other uses of the word, see Firebird. Grove Music Online. Retrieved 9 August New
York City: Alfred A. National Library of Australia. Retrieved 5 April Greenwood Press. The Ballet
Bag. Retrieved 18 June Moscow: P. Jurgenson, Retrieved 27 November Deseret News. Retrieved
5 December Catherine Hyde Home. Archived from the original on 26 August Retrieved 22
August The real Frank Zappa book. The Big Note. Canada: Star Books. Sochi Organizing
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ship same day! Firebird Shop All. The Pontiac Firebird was produced from to It was introduced
in February, , which was the same year as the Chevrolet Camaro. Popular with the buyers was
the V8 cu with a hp two-barrel carburetor ; the High Output engine with the same displacement
and a 4-barrel carburetor with hp; or the cu with hp. The 4-barrel was actually from the GTO.
From to the cu engines had throttle restrictors. Another option available was a Ram Air package
, which gave the car functional hood scoops, a different camshaft, and higher flow heads with
strong valve springs. This package kicked the engine up to RPMs. The CID engine was replaced
by the Pontiac cu V8, producing hp with a 2-barrel carburetor. In the Pontiac Firebird now had
the Federally-mandated side marker lights. The turn signals for the front of the car were now
larger and extended, wrapping around the front edge of the vehicle. ON the back, the V-shaped
Pontiac Arrowhead logo was added to each side. There was now a single pane of glass and
Astro Ventilation on the front doors. With its combination of limited production numbers and
significance as the birth of the American sports car, the C1 Corvette is arguably the most
coveted and collectible of all the Corvette generations. We have all the C1 Corvette parts you
need to restore your C1 Corvette to as new condition. And, we have the C1 Corvette parts to
keep your classic piece of Americana maintained and tuned to perfection. In the Pontiac
Firebird got a major design overhaul, with a new front end, new instrument panel and steering
wheel, and a relocating of the ignition switch from the dashboard to the steering column. It was
named after the Trans Am Series. In 88, Pontiac Firebirds were produced. In only eight 2-door
convertible Trans Ams were made. There was a delay in the production of the Pontiac Firebird
due to engineering and tooling, leading to the introduction in February It was available in coup
only. The body of the Firebird was now more sleek, with a few of the recognizable body stylings.
The new body design had a large C-pillar until The Firebirds had in-glass radio antennas
mounted inside the windshield. The Endura nose wrapped around the split grille and single
headlamps. Only 3, Trans Ams were available in this year. In two Ram Air cu engines available.
This was the only engine option available for the Trans Am. High-back bucket seats were now

introduced. Due to a strike the Firebird and the F-body Camaro were almost dropped from
production. Honeycomb wheels were introduced, but engine outputs dropped. In the Super Duty
SD was introduced, with its stronger cylinder block with 4-bolt main bearings and improved
strength. SDs had nodular iron crankshafts with enhancements. It had rear wheel hp on a
chassis dyno. The was offered by Pontiac up to Vehicle emission controls meant the end of it,
however. In only 7, Trans Ams were built with the engine. It also had the new egg-crate style
grille texture. The Pontiac Firebird was much heavier. Physically it now had a new shovel-nose
front end and wide slotted taillights. The engines available included the base cu inline-6 with hp
and the cu V8 with hp. Optional were the CU V8 engines and the cu giving or hp, and the SD
kicking out hp. Only 58 2-door Formulas with SD 8-cylinders were produced in In a new
wraparound rear window was introduced to the Pontiac Firebird. The body had a new roofline
and the turn signals were moved up to the grilles. A smaller TurboHydramatic automatic was
now in place. A black Trans Am with gold accents, the first Black and Gold special edition, was
released. This was the last year of the in the Trans Am. The Firebird had a new angular bumper
design, and a T-top was introduced. Over , units of the Pontiac Firebird were sold. In it was time
for a design change. It had a slant-nose and four square headlamps. The Buick hp cu V6
replaced the Chevy inline six as the base offering. Esprit and Formulas now had the option of
the cu version of the Pontiac V8. The Trans Am had the option of the Oldsmobile-built cu V8
with hp or the Pontiac with hp. In the front grille was now a crosshatch pattern instead of a
honeycomb patterned. Also featured was a floor-center console 4-speed Manual T BW
transmission coupled to a limited-slip differential final drive. A Limited Touring package, the LT,
featured a cabin roof, fender and hood graphics. The car was silver with gray upper paint
accents, silver leather interior, and a special Firebird hood decal that went from the hood on to
the front fenders. As for options, the only one available was the engine. Emissions restrictions
proved tough for many car producers over these years. In Pontiac dropped its large
displacement engines. The standard engine was now the , which was offered as a credit option
in The turbocharged and the Chevrolet small blocks were options. In a new electronic
carburetion system was introduced, thought he engines in the Trans Ams were the same as in
From to the Firebird was only produced in Norwood, Ohio. During the warranty period the
water-based paint often delaminated, so cars usually had to be repainted. There was no
convertible 2nd Generation Firebird built by GM. There were companies which would convert
them after the sale. Pontiac celebrated its 50th Anniversary in Up to that point, only a small bird
had appeared on the top of the urethane front bumper. The base model Firebird comparable to
the Camaro Sport Coupe. Inside, the Firebird had new details and gauges. Optional Recaro
seats were available, as was the 3-spoke steering wheel from , with the Firebird logo in the
center of the horn pad. Viscount PMD bucket seats were now optional, with a PMD logo in the
center of the backrest and a small opening in the headrest. Leather seats were available in the
Viscount PMD seats and the standard seats. Other options included a retractable cargo area
privacy shade and a lockable cargo door on the rear floor area. The design of both the Firebird
and Camaro went through major changes. The windshield was now sloped at 62 degrees and
the hatchback was all glass without any metal supports. From this year on every Firebird V8
was now a GM corporate motor, and all fours and V6s would be the same as with the Camaro.
The retractable headlights and the rounded hoodline distinguished the Pontiac Firebird from the
Camaro and previous designs of Firebird. The windshield wipers were now hidden under the
hood with the air intakes. The wheelbase was inches, which was more than 8 inches shorter.
Smooth wheelcovers were available for the Trans Am. The base cars had the Iron Duke 2. The
Trans Am had a standard V8 cu 4-barrel with hp. This was backed with either a 3-speed
automatic or a 4-speed manual. Smaller rubber mini-spats were now front of the rear and front
wheels. The limited Edition Recaro Trans Am was introduced in It came with charcoal Parella
cloth Recaro seats, t-tops, black exterior with gold trim, black bowling-ball hubcaps with Gold
Pontiac Arrowhead decals in the center, and gold-painted 15 inch aluminum wheels. In the
Firebird got a boost in power. There was now a T-handle shifter knob and the shift indicator was
the Automatic Overdrive R4. The L69 version of the 4-barrel 5. This was comparable to the L69
in the Camaro Z28, except the Trans Am now had another functional cold air intake, while the
Camaro had a dual-snorkel air cleaner. The 90 hp four was still available but not very popular
any more. Visually the outside was the same, except gold-plated Black and Gold Firebird logo
medallons replaced the Firebird logo decals on the sail panels. Inside there were tan leather
Recaro seats, side panels, carpeting and headliner. Only Recaro Trans Ams were produced.
T-tops now had a pin-mounting set up instead of the latch. Inside off-white leather with grey
cloth inserts with Trans Am scrip on the center portions of the Recaro seats, and an off-white
leather wrapped steering wheel with blue and white 15th anniversary medallion inset in an
off-white horn button. There was also a stylish off-white shifter knob and parking break handle,

as well as an off-white passenger side map pocket with blue Firebird logo and Trans Am script.
This car was full of style and truly special, with production limited to units. In the Pontiac
Firebird had a new stronger look. It now had a wrap-around inserts or bumperettes on its new
nose and wrap-around bumperettes on the rear bumper. Also new for this year was the
multi-port fuel-injected 2. Inside we saw a new dash with new gauges with a graph-patterned
backround, new T-handle shifter for automatic cars, updated stereo and HVAC faceplates.
Buyers could now have cloth Recaro seats. The Trans Am was now available with a fuel-injected
ci. There was now a flat hood with twin louvered vents and heat exhaust vents on the rear
edges. Other options included positional map light, removable flashlight, pocket for a garage
door opener, and manually adjusted reminder wheels. There was also an optional wrap-around
Aero Spoiler, available in black. The base Firebird now had new tail light lenses. No longer
available was the 2. Now the standard engine was the 2. This was 15 hp less than the Camaro
due to a restricted intake. The overall body of the Firebird, however was barely changed. Stop
lamps were now moved to sit between the spoiler and rear deck lid and gone was the big
Firebird hood emblem. It had a standard THR4 4L60 automatic transmission, air conditioning,
new door panels, new seats with inflatable lumbar and side bolsters, epoxy-filled emblems, new
GTA horn button and the WS6 performance handling package. This model was produced until
The notchback included a remodeled rear seatback with integral headrests. A new throttle body
system kicked the output of the carbureted 5. The Firebird Formula was fitted with new 16x8
inch aluminum wheels with silver WS6 center caps. In the 20thAnniversary Trans Am was
introduced. There were 1, replicas, rated at hp produced. It had a better turbocharged Buick 3.
The 20th Anniversary Turbo Trans Ams with hardtops and the convertibles are the rarest to this
day. Only 40 hardtops and only 3 convertibles were ever made. T-top Firebirds were upgraded
to new acrylic plastic tops made by Leximar for FM. They were lighter, darker and more dome
shaped. Unfortunately, they deteriorated quickly, so GM ended up replacing numerous sets with
glass under warranty. Still the acrylic tops were standard until Other options included a CD
player and shoulder belts in the back seat. Other changes to the interior included relocating the
accessory switches to a new panel over the heater and radio controls. Radio controls mounted
in the steering wheel were now gone from the GTA due to the airbag installation. Fuel economy
regulations meant the L98 engine was no longer available to the T-top cars. New speed density
fuel injection was added to LB9 and L98 platforms. The L98 equipped vehicles had the N10 dual
catalytic converter. No Firebird Convertibles were produced in , and the Firebird only received a
half-year production run. Convertible Firebirds and Trans Ams, which were gone since , were
also introduced. The convertibles were offered with one of the following engine options; LHO 3.
T-top models also received better seals, preventing leaks. In new exterior colors were available
for the Pontiac Firebird, and convertibles were still available. Adhesive was added to the joints
and panels to quiet the car. TPI equipped cards would receive blank throttle body plates instead
of ones that said Tuned Port Injection. This would be the last year for the Trans Am GTA,
concealed windshield wipers and the long hood and low roofline look, and full leather covering
on front seats. Because of the new notchback design in , the Trans Am GTA was often
nicknamed the Ferrari Back because some people thought the car looked like a Ferrari. A
Formula would be shipped to SLP for modification and no two produced were the same.
Numbers 18 and 23 were never built, and number 27 was the only Firehawk Convertible. With a
sleeker, more aerodynamic design, the fourth generation of the Firebird launched in Even the
majority of the parts were new. Standard for the V8 was the Borg-Warner T56 6-speed manual
transmission while the V6 received the T5 5-speed manual transmission. There was a 4-speed
automatic option for both vehicles, including built-in electronic controls introduced in In there
were two main engines available; the 3. Stereo systems got an upgrade in this generation as
well. Audio controls located on the steering wheel was optional, along with optional cassette or
CD player stereo systems. The Delco stereo system was now replaced with the Delco series.
Other Pontiac car lines got this upgrade as well. The control panels had larger buttons and was
more ergonomically styled. A 7-band graphic equalizer was optional. In the convertible was now
available. A 25th Anniversary edition Trans Am, in either coupe or convertible, painted white
with a single blue stripe down the centre was available. The GT version of the Trans Am, with
leather seats and a skip shift feature on the 6-speed manual, was now available. Formula and
Trans Am cars now had the Transmission Perform button, which would be available only in and
Steering wheels in the Firebird got an upgrade with the audio controls shifted closer together.
Now the Trans Am received Z-rated tires and a mph speedometer. In was about boosting
performance. The 3. Optional enhancements for all trim levels included the Y87 Performance
package for V6s now had extra mechanical features of the V8 setups, like 4-wheel disc brakes,
more responsive steering, dual tailpipes and limited-slip rear differential. An optional package
kicked the rated horse power from to and the torque from to In digital odometers, standard air

conditioning, daytime running lamps and an optional watt Monsoon cassette or CD stereo
system were available for all Firebird trim levels. In , the Torsen limited-slip differential for V8s
and for V6s with the Performance Package was one of the few upgrades. Other options included
a Hurst shifter for the 6-cog manual and a power steering cooler for the V8 models. A 30th
Anniversary Trans Am was produced in white with two dark blue stripes, blue â€”tinted inch
alloy A-mold wheels and a white leather interior. It was available as a WS6 convertible or WS6
t-top coupe. In drivers were happy to see a new standard The hydrauli
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c proportioning valves were replaced with new Electronic Brakeforce Distribution EBD
systems, and a new Sensing and Diagnostic Module SDM was in place for the recording of stats
5 seconds before any airbag deployment. The Hurst shifter for 6-speeds and a power steering
cooling system were now options for the LS1 Firebirds. The WS6 performance package was
available only for the Trans Am coupe and convertibles. A yellow Trans Am with two black
stripes from tail to hood, and black 5-spoke inch alloy wheels was produced as a special
edition. Available as a WS6 convertible or WS6 t-top coupe. For the Firebirds power mirrors and
power antenna became standard and cassettes faded into history and were no longer available
in the stereo systems. The Firehawk was the pinnacle of Firebird performance. The cars were
converted by SLP and sold through Pontiac dealerships for the entire generation. Home Pontiac
Firebird. The Firebirds were produced into due to a delay in the introduction of the model.

